A flow-based software framework specialized for 3D and video is presented, which in particular handles automatic parallelization of multi-stream video processing. The workflow is decomposed into a set of filter units which become nodes in a graph. Execution with support for time windows on node inputs is automatically handled by the framework, as well as low-level manipulation of multi-dimensional data.
INTRODUCTION
In video and image processing, algorithms are often developed in an ad hoc manner. An existing solution is used as test bed, and incremental improvements are made to it in order to improve the visual quality of the output. This is for instance the case in the MPEG-FTV (free viewpoint TV) standardization activities [5] , where the goal is to synthesize virtual-viewpoint images of a scene that is captured by multiple real cameras, and possibly depth sensors which output point cloud data.
Such an exploratory development approach often lacks a software architecture and eventually causes maintenance problems. To remedy this problem, we propose a neat software framework providing a generic implementation of elements common to FTVrelated algorithms, including a data flow structure into which filter modules that process video frames are inserted. A major feature is the support for automatic parallelization of the workflow, and output-driven partial activation of multi-stream input. 
GOALS
One aim in the design of the framework is to clearly separate incrementally developed experimental code, and the definite code of the generic, reusable framework components.
It should also be modular, in the sense that external code, which does not reference any of the framework functionality, can easily be fitted into a plug-in and used as a node in the flow graph.
The framework remains as versatile as possible, and provides a greatest common denominator of the functionality required for multi-stream FTV applications. For instance, filter nodes may have many inputs which get dynamically activated or deactivated, and may receive bidirectional time windows of their inputs. For example the "blender" node in Figure 1 activates its input branches in function of a virtual camera position that varies in time. The flow graph framework should be versatile enough to make it possible for complex algorithms to be decomposed and remodeled into this structure.
Parallelization is handled by the framework itself, both on an inner (code used by the filters) and outer (coordination of nodes) level.
Also, the framework is written in modern C++, using techniques like RAII 1 and static polymorphism, and is extensively tested. 
FEATURES
The framework is currently built following a bottom-up approach with the goal of getting the required components to eventually develop FTV view synthesis. It consists of low-level core components for multi-dimensional data manipulation and queuing, the flow graph system which is built on top of this, and additionally a media toolkit, which is a loose collection of useful components for 3D and video applications.
N-d array
The data processed in DIBR 2 and 3D point cloud algorithms often has the form of n-dimensional homogeneous arrays, whereby types can be scalars, vectors or tuples and may be null-able. For instance, a masked image is a 2D array of null-able RGB 3-vectors, and a point cloud is a 1D array of XYZRGB tuples.
A strided n-d array type is therefore provided at the core level of the framework, with the basic functionality like slicing, sectioning and iteration.
Copy-less type casts make it possible to pass for example an ndarray<1,xyzrgb> object to a function which expects an ndarray<1,xyz>, or possibly an ndarray<2,float>, without copying data or breaking the encapsulation, or unnecessarily templatizing the function.
A wrapper masked_elem<T> adds a binary mask flag that makes the type null-able, and it can also be cast away similarly. Having this support at the core level removes difficulties in application code caused by differing conventions for marking null values, e.g. separate binary mask images or special "background color" values.
Type erasure of lower dimensions is also supported. For instance components which work on full video frames may safely receive video data in the form of an ndarray<1,frame> instead of ndarray<3,rgb>. Code complexity is reduced, but the framework still assures type safety and proper memory alignment.
Queues
On top of the type-erased ndarrays, FIFO ring buffer classes are implemented. Features include absolute time indices on frames, and dual-thread support (one reader and one writer) with mutual waiting for readable/writable frames and deadlock prevention. These rings allow to access past and future frames for temporal processing in the flow graph, cf. next section.
Two variants exist, a seekable ring buffer where the reader may seek to another absolute time in the stream and the writer responds accordingly, and a non-seekable ring buffer where the stream duration does not need to be known at construction and the writer marks the end after it has written the last frame.
The circular buffer wrap-around is implemented using the operating system's virtual memory mapping functionality. This way, no special handling is required for views that cross the buffer's boundary.
The flow graph system makes use of these classes to implement the data flow with both seekable files, as well as non-seekable real-time sources.
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Flow graph
The flow graph is the tree structure through which frames of the processed media stream flow. All data in the flow graph has an n-d array format, described by a dimension, element type, and frame shape 3 . Nodes in the graph perform a concrete frame-wise media processing step.
The flow graph always contains exactly one sink node, and one or multiple source nodes. Frames are recursively pulled from the sink, back through the preceding nodes, up to the sources. Nodes may have more than one input. Currently, nodes always have one output, and inputs are connected to outputs of other nodes in a one-by-one manner. The graph can have no loops.
Each node is associated to a filter which does the concrete frame processing and may be implemented as a module external to the framework.
Features
Input and output ports of nodes can each have different formats. Time is represented as an integral index value. The nodes operate frame-wise and invariably write one frame to their output at each step.
Nodes can receive a bidirectional time window on their inputs: on construction, the node specifies, for each input, the number of past and future frames that it needs to receive, in addition to the current frame. The system ensures that nodes receive this time window for each frame. It gets truncated only near the beginning and end of the stream. Previous frames are retained, and no unnecessary copies are made. This allows, for example, the implementation of a node which applies an image kernel filter over both time and space, on a 3D n-d array.
Nodes may activate and deactivate their inputs at runtime. No frames are pulled from graph branches connected to deactivated inputs. When an input is reactivated after having been deactivated (e.g. a change of virtual view position, modifying the processing flow), the intermediary frames are skipped. If the source node at the end of the branch is seekable, a seek request gets propagated towards it, and intermediary frames are never loaded or processed. With this it is possible to implement nodes with a large number of inputs, out of which only a small number are active at a time.
Finally, inter-node parallelism is supported with asynchronous nodes. These nodes have the same features as synchronous nodes, but instead of processing frames when pulled from the output, they run a separate thread and independently process frames in advance. Pull requests wait until the requested frames become available. For example, while the sink is processing frame t, a preceding asynchronous node may be processing frame t + k at the same time. The maximal number of frames an asynchronous node may be in advance of the frame pulled from its output is called its prefetch duration and can also be configured at runtime. Any filter can be run on a synchronous or asynchronous node, and this can be specified at runtime.
Media toolkit
Currently the media toolkit mainly consists of an encapsulation of extrinsic and intrinsic camera matrices that are often used in FTV and point cloud applications. In a space object hierarchy 3D objects have poses relative to each other, and classes for pin-hole camera models are implemented. Several depth projection conventions are implemented, providing direct support for different depth image formats, and for OpenGL integration.
Also included are an interface to OpenCV for image processing tasks, generic n-dimensional kernel filter functions, and point cloud support. The next section describes a concrete example of some of its functions used in a multi-stream FTV application.
DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
As stated in the introduction, the goal of free-viewpoint video (FTV) is to synthesize virtual-viewpoint images of a scene that is captured by multiple real cameras and possibly depth sensors. This typically involves a reconstruction step where scene geometry is estimated from the captured images, followed by a view synthesis step which generates the virtual view.
Numerous approaches to this have been developed [3] [7] , and a call for evidence for new FTV technologies was recently published by MPEG, end of 2015 [5] . MPEG uses the programs DERS 4 and VSRS 5 as reference software to evaluate the results of candidate algorithms proposed by MPEG committee members. They use an algorithm based on stereo matching and image warping.
A small demonstration program was written using the framework which generates a video with a moving virtual camera based on the Poznan Blocks sequence [4] (see Figure 2) . The input data consists of 9 fixed position camera feeds, along with depth sensor data. These depth images are of low quality and have blurred edges and other artifacts.
The algorithm replicates the one employed by VSRS in its most basic form, except that now more than two input views are taken. A more advanced version of VSRS was also implemented within the framework. Here, the flow graph system is used for automatically activating or deactivating the contributing or idle nodes. The goal of the demonstration program is not to reach high-quality output (much better FTV results exist already), but to have a program which is written from scratch and uses almost all of the framework's features, for validation. 
Method
In two camera images depicting the same scene from different viewpoints, 2D points from one source image can be mapped to points from the other destination image, knowing its depth in either image, and the homography matrix. The process of copying each pixel in an image into its corresponding location on a new destination image is called image warping, and is an elementary method for view synthesis.
The algorithm first warps the input depth image into the virtual camera view. The resulting depth image (see Figure 3) contains virtual shadows for regions occluded from the original viewpoint, and small holes due to the limited resolution of the input images. The depth image is refined using a kernel filter. Then a reverse warping is performed to transform the input image into the virtual camera view, using the new destination depth image. (Figure 3) The resulting images for each input view depict the scene from the same viewpoint, but have different occlusions. The three whose original camera positions are closest to the virtual camera are picked out and blended together.
The final image is again refined using a 3D kernel filter over an image and time window. It removes flickering pixels for example.
Implementation
The different steps are performed by connected nodes in a flow graph. Holes in the transformed images and depth maps are represented using the masked_elem wrapper. The 44 homographic matrices used for warping are obtained using the camera model classes from the media toolkit, and also include the depth reprojection. No low level matrix operations are performed by the filter code.
The "blender" node activates at each frame 3 of its 9 inputs, and deactivates the others. When -due to a new virtual viewpoint position -an input is reactivated after having been inactive, the branches need to jump to the new time index. This seek operation is implicitly propagated through the branch, up to the source nodes which then change the file position. Intermediary frames are never loaded or processed by the "warp" or "depth filter" nodes.
The "reverse warp" nodes are set to be asynchronous. Thanks to this, the program gets automatically parallelized into 4 threads, with three separate threads for the branches connected to the active blender inputs. The point of synchronization of two threads is restricted to the ring buffer between two nodes. This improves runtime on multiprocessor systems, as shown in the next section. 
BENCHMARK
In order to measure the performance gains reached with the parallelization, we compared the processing durations and CPU usage of the demonstration program without parallelization ( Figure 4 ) and with the 4-thread configuration described before ( Figure 5 ).
The X-axis represents real time in seconds. The black curve (with the markers) is the real time between subsequent frames arriving at the sink. The blue curve indicates the CPU usage of the program at that time. An 8-core machine is used, and a value of 800% means that all cores are fully used. The full stream consists of 200 frames.
With parallelization, the total time it takes to process the streams is lowered from 170 seconds to 65 seconds.
CPU usage averages at around 350%, for the 4 threads. The spike at the beginning occurs because the "blender" deactivates its input branches only when it starts processing the first frame. Without parallelization, only one CPU core is used at 100%. 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
More functionality is being added in the current and future versions of the flow graph system. In the most recent version, it is possible to connect inputs from different filters to the output of one same filter. So the graph is no longer necessarily a tree with one-to-one connections. This required fundamental changes in the framework:
Firstly, a distinction is now made between the filter graph that is set up by the application, and the internal node graph which handles the actual data flow. It is automatically created by the system and can differ from the filter graph. For one-to-many connections, multiplex nodes are inserted. They handle the consequent time synchronization issues automatically, without needing to copy frames or process them multiple times. With this it is for instance possible to reuse frames at different stages in the flow graph. All functionalities, such as seeking or asynchronous nodes, remain available.
Possible features for future revisions are support for filters with multiple outputs, more parallelization options (such as processing frames of the same filter in parallel), real-time support, and more.
USAGE
The current version of the framework is available for download at http://timlenertz.github.io/mf/. The site also contains source code documentation, the test sequence, build and usage instructions.
The framework currently only supports Linux and Darwin (OS X). Some low-level components (virtual memory mapping, thread synchronization) depend on the operating system and are only implemented for these targets. A compiler with full support for C++14 is required. The framework is developed and tested on LLVM/Clang 3.8. Standard GNU Makefiles are used for building.
SIMILAR SYSTEMS
RabbitFire [6] is a comparable parallelization framework targeted towards image and video processing. It reaches very high efficiency by using lockless thread synchronization, and supports intra-node parallelism and input time windows. However, filters can only be placed in a serial pipeline, and there is no support for a graph structure. It also runs only on Windows.
Intel Thread Building Blocks
[2] is a more general-purpose solution for data flow graphs. It is based on a notion of message passing instead of a stream of frames, making it less useful for the workflow used here.
is an open-source modular data-flow system with heterogeneous media formats. It is mostly intended for conversion and playback of different video and audio formats, and not specific for frame-wise processing.
CONCLUSION
A C++ software framework specialized for multi-stream FTV was presented. It handles low-level data manipulation and implements a high-level data flow structure, providing support for application modules that concentrate on the specific image processing. In particular, multi-stream input, parallelization, time windows and implicit seek operations are supported. Its main advantage against similar systems is its targeted development towards FTV applications.
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